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“Vaccination is a business based on fear.” —Dr. Gerhard Buchwald, MD
“Vaccination is a barbarous practice and one of the most fatal of all the
delusions current in our time. Conscientious objectors to vaccination should
stand alone, if need be, against the whole world, in defence of their
conviction.” —Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948)
Here is a simple test to determine if you've researched vaccines:
1. What disease do you fear dying from? (Be specific and name the disease)
2. What is the death rate of that disease when you vaccinate?
3. What is the death rate of that disease when you DON’T vaccinate?
If you can’t answer those questions, then you should research vaccines. Most
people still vaccinate because they can’t do basic math.

PROTECT YOUR CHILDREN FROM VACCINE POISONS. When you research, you'll conclude that
vaccination is the biggest medical fraud in history. If you believe in vaccination, you believe that
injecting heavy metals, carcinogens, animal DNA, and neurotoxins into your body makes you
healthy.

The drug companies (vaccine makers) use FEAR, shame, blame, and lies to
sell vaccines. This guide will show you how to decipher their marketing
tactics, some of which are layers deep.
At the root of it, vaccines are consumer products. Just like batteries, pizzas,
televisions, and vehicles are consumer products. However, vaccines are
dressed as disease prevention and disguised as for the good of public health.
When you peel away the layers, you’ll find that the drug companies that make
vaccines have the same shareholder obligations as the oil, auto, and tech
companies. They have to continually increase revenue, market share, and
profit. If they don’t, their stock prices drop, employees are laid off, and
executives don’t receive bonuses. It’s sad, but true. Vaccination is a business

and nothing to do with making people healthy.
As the Anti-vaxx movement has increased, the drug companies have hired a
small army of online trolls (aka “pro-vaxxers) to counter it. These trolls have
created fake grass root groups to push vaccines. They mostly use fear tactics,
hit the laughing emoji, ask to cite a source, or discredit parents with vaccine
injured children. And their favorite is blame.
The biggest group of the anti-vaxx movement are the mothers of children
who’ve been injured and killed by vaccines. If vaccines are “safe and
effective”, there would be no anti-vaxxers or ex-vaxxers.
If you don’t have time, you can overcome EVERY objection by a big pharma
troll by demanding, “Show me the vaccine ingredients and side effects!”

Demanding to see the vaccine ingredients and side effects as stated by the vaccine makers (drug
companies) will often neutralize the trolls. Trolls like to use fear, shame, and blame to sell
vaccines. Despite what anyone says, side effects and adverse reactions have the same practical
meaning: Unintended / unwanted events of a product that are reported. How do we know this?
Because as of April 2019, over $4.1 billion has been paid out to vaccine injured children. All the
compensated injuries matched those listed on the "adverse reactions" list of the vaccine inserts.
This means that the courts have established causation between the adverse reactions and
vaccines.

Who should vaccinate?
These are the people who should vaccinate:
1. Anyone who wants to end up in a wheel chair or coffin.
2. Anyone who wants to spread diseases to other people (SHEDDING).
Vaccine ingredients: heavy metals (causes all types of diseases), carcinogens
(things that cause cancer), neurotoxins (things that cause brain damage),
animal DNA, human DNA (linked to gender confusion). Make the connection
between the vaccine ingredients and side effects.
Vaccine side effects (adverse reactions): paralysis, death, brain damage,
cancer, ear infection, allergies, asthma, nerve control disorders, autoimmune
diseases, SHEDDING (spreading diseases). Despite what anyone says, “side
effects” and “adverse reactions” have the same practical meaning:
Unintended / unwanted events of a product that are reported. How do we
know this? Because as of April 2019, over $4.1 billion has been paid out to
vaccine injured children. All the compensated injuries matched those listed
on the "adverse reactions" list of the vaccine inserts. This means that the
courts have established causation between the adverse reactions and
vaccines. In other words, there is causation between the listed adverse
reactions and vaccines. That’s the reason the vaccine courts compensated
those vaccine injured children.
Vaccination: You are being injected with poisons, viruses, and diseases.
The ingredients in vaccines are literally poisons and vaccine makers claim
that vaccines are “safe and effective”. What we have in vaccines is a medical
oxymoron: Vaccines are “safe and effective poisons”.
Things that cause diseases are heavy metals, neurotoxins, and carcinogens.
They're all in vaccines. According to the drug companies: heavy metals,
neurotoxins, and carcinogens prevent diseases when they're in vaccines. If

you believe Big Pharma, you've been pharmed like a sheep.
Should parents be charged with with negligence and child abuse if they
vaccinate their children without researching vaccine ingredients, side effects,
and disease mortality rates?

Before You Vaccinate, Ask Yourself These Questions
Most people are clueless on vaccination. Don’t be a sheep and be curious.
Before you vaccinate, ask yourself these questions.
1. What disease am I vaccinating for? Do I know what causes that disease?
Do I know the mortality rate for that disease? (If you don’t, maybe you
shouldn’t be vaccinating.)
2. Who makes the vaccines? What’s their track record as a company?
3. What are the ingredients and side effects of the vaccines?
4. What are the injury and mortality (death) rates of those vaccines? (The
injury rate is significantly higher than "1 in a million" the drug
companies claim. Even the death rate is significantly higher.)
5. What are the incident and death statistics of the unvaccinated versus the
vaccinated for the diseases I am vaccinating for? That is, is it safer to
vaccinate or not? (Not what your doctor, pediatrician, or the media says,
but what the data says.)
6. Have I read a book on vaccination presenting the other side of
vaccination? Or did I get my information from the mainstream media,
my doctor and pediatrician?
7. Have I talked to parents of vaccine injured children? (Parents of vaccine
injured children are the most reliable source of information.)
8. Do I know why the media, doctors, public figures, and pediatricians are
pushing vaccines?
9. Do I know what mandatory vaccination is and what exemptions are?
10. If I or my child becomes injured or killed by the vaccines, who is legally
responsible? Can I sue anyone for damages?

If you can answer all the questions above, you don’t need to read the rest of
the article. You are woke and no longer a sheep. If you can’t answer the
questions above, then you’ll be intimidated or influenced by the small army of
big pharma trolls. You’ll need to know how to respond to their fear, shame,
and blame games.

What Big Pharma Trolls Say and How to Respond
“The Anti-Vaccinators, firm in their convictions, remain unmoved by the stale
sophistries, bogus statistics, and stupid taunts thrown at them.” —Dr. Walter
Hadwen, JP, MD, LRCP, MRCS, LSA, “The Case Against Vaccination”, 1896
Did you know that the attention span of most people is less than that of a
goldfish’s? They believe vaccines work and can parrot slogans such as,
“Vaccines are safe and effective!”
“Vaccines saved millions of lives!”
“Doctors and scientists believe in vaccines!”
“Vaccine injuries are 1 in a million!”
“The science is settled!”
“Vaccine preventable diseases.”
Then you ask them, “How many books have you read on vaccination?” And
watch their faces go blank.

The vast majority of people don't read books on vaccination but claim to know it's safe and
effective. They get their information from newspapers and television, not realizing that the drug
companies influenced those opinions through advertising money.

Below are the most common things pro-vaxxers (aka big pharma trolls) say
and how to respond to them.
Anti-vaxxers are ignorant and stupid. Anti-vaxx is pro-disease.
Vaccines work and they’re one of the greatest public health
achievements.
Those are a lot of empty words backed by nothing. According to over 150
years of official data from the US, UK, Australian, and Canadian
governments, vaccines never prevented a single disease. Not one. Sanitation,
hygiene, and nutrition eradicated diseases. An ignorant person is one who
doesn't read and refuses to learn. They'll believe anything if it's in the
newspapers and on TV. In 2018, drug companies spent $5 billion advertising
on mainstream media.
If you want to know if the iPhone is safe and effective, do you ask Apple and

Apple Engineers? Or do you ask iPhone users? (the end users of the iPhone)
If you want to know if vaccines are safe and effective, do you ask the drug
companies and drug company scientists? Or do you ask parents? (indirect
users of vaccines)
The most credible information for vaccines is from parents, because they are
the indirect consumers of vaccines. They see first hand what happens to their
children after vaccination.
It’s not what you think, it’s what the data shows. The data is unequivocally
clear that IF YOU ARE PRO-VAXX, YOU ARE PRO-DISEASE.

Vaccinated people spread diseases. Not the other way around. Vaccinated people spread diseases
because they've been injected with poisons, viruses, and diseases.

Your children will die if you don't vaccinate them. They won’t live
to age 3.
Using fear to sell vaccines. Every independent study (those not funded by the
drug companies) has shown that vaccinated people have higher illness,
disease, and death rates due to vaccinations. Read the vaccine ingredients
and side effects and you'll understand why. SIDS (Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome) is common among vaccinated infants. Your child is more likely to
die from the vaccine than the illness/disease it’s being vaccinated for.

PHARMA TROLLS GONE WILD. Classic troll fear tactic: Offers no useable information. Death is a
side effect of many vaccines. Would you trust your children's health to anyone who looks like that
and has a name like that? They're called TROLLS, hired by drug companies to sell vaccines online.
They use fake profiles to spread fear and outright lies.

SIDS is listed as a side effect of many childhood vaccines. SIDS is the leading
cause of infant deaths in the US. SIDS is actually VIDS (Vaccine Induced
Death Syndrome). SID diagnosis was invented to hide infant deaths caused
by vaccines.

The data shows that vaccinated infants die at much higher rates than unvaccinated infants.

In addition, cancer is listed as a side effect of vaccines. In the US, cancer is

the leading cause of death by disease in children under 7.

If you read the vaccine ingredients and study the side effects, and still vaccinate, it means you're a
bloody idiot. These days, vaccination is for uninformed sheep. They'll believe anything on TV.

"When you impair the brain blood flow by vaccination, you can impair the
respiration control center, which can result in death. We call it SIDS (Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome)." —Dr. Andrew Moulden, MD, PhD, "Every Vaccine
Produces Harm"
Vaccines are safe and effective. Trust the doctors and scientists.
“The greatest LIE ever told is that vaccines are safe and effective.” —Dr.
Leonard Horowitz, MPH (Master of Public Health), DMD, MA, Harvard
University graduate
Vaccines aren’t safe and have never been shown to be safe. Vaccines are

dangerous and do injure and kill. Vaccines have been shown to injure and kill
in product testings conducted by the drug companies that make the vaccines.
Moreover, as of April 2019, over $4.1 billion has been rewarded to injuries
and deaths caused by vaccines.
Vaccines aren’t effective and have never shown to be effective. Diseases that
were once nearly eradicated by sanitation, hygiene, and nutrition are coming
back because of vaccines. One side effect of vaccines is the disease they’re
supposed to prevent. For example, the most common side effect of the MMR
(measles, mumps, rubella) vaccine is the measles; and polio is a side effect of
the polio vaccine. This occurs because the MMR vaccine has the measles virus
in it. The theory is that if you inject a specific disease into the body, the
immune system will know how to fight it in the future. That’s the theory. In
real life, when you inject a disease into the body, many people will acquire
that disease.

Where is the data backing up this silliness? Big pharma trolls are brainless drones. What big
pharma trolls say are always contradicted by data. The above is an example of blame and fear.
They blame the unvaccinated and create fear of not vaccinating. Hey, we all gotta make money
somehow, right?

To put it bluntly: THE VACCINE IS WORSE THAN THE DISEASE YOU

FEAR.

"Vaccine preventable disease" outbreaks ALWAYS occur in the vaccinated population, because
vaccines cause the very diseases they're supposed to prevent. The measles vaccine contains a
live measles virus and when injected into a person, no surprise, it causes the measles!

You’re retarded for not vaccinating your kids. Don’t worry. I’m
calling a coffin maker for your babies. I’ll even make funeral
arrangements for them.
This is the perfect example of using fear and outright lies. Statistics have
shown that vaccinated infants have much higher death rates through SIDS
(Sudden Infant Death Syndrome). Must be all those poisons in the vaccine
ingredients.
Online trolls, like the drug companies that hire them, are crooks. They will

say and do anything to get their bonuses, even injure and kill children in the
process. They are crooks and not to be trusted with your health.

SIDS is actually VIDS (Vaccine Induced Death Syndrome). Over 23,000 infants in the US die a year
shortly after vaccination. A listed side effect of childhood vaccines is SIDS. It's not a coincidence.
"A single vaccine given to a 6 pound infant is the equivalent of giving a 180 lb. adult 30 vaccines in
one day." —Dr. Boyd Haley, MD

Anti-vaxxers should move to their own island.
Good idea. The inserts of live vaccines, those that contain real attenuated
(weakened) viruses such as the MMR, state that vaccinated people spread
diseases through SHEDDING because they've been injected with poisons,
viruses, and diseases.
“You'd think there would be loads of studies showing that vaccinated kids are
healthier than non-vaccinated kids. There's not a single study showing that.
Not one. There are increasing studies showing the reverse is true. It's the
vaccinated kids with autism. It's the vaccinated kids with allergies; with

asthma, with neurological problems; with weaker immune systems; with
personality disorders; with cancer. Not the non-vaccinated
children...Childhood vaccines are giving us a world of chronic illness: autism,
developmental disorders, Asperger’s Syndrome, brain tumors, leukemia,
cancers, information processing disorders, impulsive violence, allergies,
asthma, diabetes, Crohn’s disease, intestinal disorders, are just some of the
vaccine associated disorders.” – Dr. Tedd Koren, DC

Proof that the vaccinated spread diseases. It even states it on the vaccine insert.

Anti-vaxxers are idiots. Doctors and scientists recommend
vaccination. Trust doctors and scientists, not anti-vaxxers.
You mean these doctors?
“The public is woefully uninformed on vaccine risks due to government and

mainstream media censorship.” – Dr. Mark Geier, MD
"Crib death was so infrequent in the pre-vaccination era that it was not even
mentioned in the statistics, but it started to climb in the 1950s with the
spread of mass vaccination." —Dr. Harris L. Coulter, PhD
"In my medical career I've treated vaccinated and unvaccinated children. The
unvaccinated children are far healthier than the vaccinated ones." —Dr.
Philip Incao, MD
No doctor, no scientist, no politician has ever, never, signed a legal document
guaranteeing that “vaccines are safe and effective”. They never will sign a
legal document because vaccines have never been safe and effective. When
examined further, every doctor, scientist, and politician who have pushed
vaccines have received money from the drug companies. The whole system is
corrupt. There are thousands of nurses, doctors, and scientists against
vaccination.

Vaccines are an elaborate business intended to create repeat customers. The vaccine industry
involves the drug companies, media, hospitals, doctors, pediatricians, insurance companies, and
medical device companies. Healthy people don't make money for the sickcare industry. Getting
people sick is a trillion dollar business.

You trust the concerned parents who are voicing stories of their vaccine
injured children. You do not the corrupt politicians and criminal drug
companies.
And these doctors?
“The entire vaccine program is based on massive FRAUD.” —Dr. Russell L.
Blaylock, M.D., neurosurgeon, editorial staff of Journal of American
Physicians and Surgeons
“The vaccine industry is itself a FRAUD. I spent my whole career studying
vaccines.” —Dr. Shiv Chopra, B.V.S., A.H., M.Sc., PhD, Fellow of the World
Health Organization

“The vaccine science isn’t settled, it’s corrupt.” —Dr. James Meehan, MD

DRUG COMPANIES ARE NOW HAILING AUTISM AS A GIFT. They can longer deny that vaccines
cause autism, so now they're promoting autism as "neuro diversity" and "a gift". If selling poisons
wasn't enough, now they're selling brain damage.

"Vaccines are heavily contaminated. Some vaccine lots are more
contaminated than others, some doses of the contaminated lot are more
contaminated than others, so if you happen to get the contaminated dose,
then guess what happens to your immune system? It goes down. You're
weakened, you're susceptible to infectious diseases. In addition, the multiple
drugs and vaccine reaction wreck havoc on your body. This is what they aren't
telling you. The game is to manipulate through fear...some people are so
brainwashed, they're braindead." —Dr. Leonard Horowitz, MPH (Master of
Public Health), DMD, MA, Harvard University graduate
The health and safety of our children is of the utmost importance.

Agree. That’s why parents who vaccinate their children without researching
vaccine ingredients, side effects, and disease mortality rates should be
charged with child abuse. They research car seats, blankets, cribs, but not
vaccines? That’s outright neglect and child abuse.

Vaccine injury is all around you. It's common but people have been conditioned to think it's normal.
Being sick isn't normal.

"I've been doing this for 15 years now. I will share with you that the
vaccinated kids are the sickest, the partially vaccinated kids are not as sick,
and the unvaccinated kids are the healthiest." —Dr. Bob Zajac, MD, former
vaccine bully
I was vaccinated and nothing happened to me.
Are you the picture of health? Probably not. Vaccine ingredients have
drastically changed over the years. Vaccines now include animal DNA, human
DNA, animal blood, aborted baby parts, polysorbate 80, and some even

glysophate (the same ingredient used in pesticides). Also, children are being
vaccinated more because the number of recommended vaccines have
increased from 4 in 1940 to 74 in 2018. Also, smoking causes lung cancer, but
not everyone who smokes gets lung cancer. Most people are clueless they're
being spoon fed misinformation.

Yes, vaccines contain poisons. But poisons are found in some
fruits and food. It’s not a big deal.

Injection and ingestion/digestion are two different biological processes.
Injection is much more potent because it bypasses the body’s filtering
mechanism (kidneys, liver, stomach). Anything that is injected bypasses the
filters and goes to the bloodstream. That’s the reason heroin users inject their
drug and don’t swallow it. For example, about 95% of the aluminum we ingest
is filtered, while about 95% of the aluminum we inject is absorbed into the
muscle, then the bloodstream and is distributed throughout the body.
Anti-vaxxers are are not scientists! Scientists have done studies
and those studies have shown vaccines don’t cause autism!
First, the DTaP vaccine insert and the MMR vaccine insert state that autism is
a side effect (adverse reaction) of those vaccines. There has never been an
independent, randomized double-blind placebo controlled study that shows
vaccines work or that they don’t cost autism. An independent study means
one NOT funded by a drug company. One control group must be
unvaccinated—a group that has never been vaccinated.

Autism is clearly stated as a side effect (adverse reaction) of the MMR and DTaP vaccines. "Side
effects" and "adverse reactions" practically mean the same thing in the vaccine world: unintended

/ unwanted events as the result of using vaccines that are reported. Normally, "side effect" means
a causation has been established (eg, cigarettes cause lung cancer); while "adverse reactions"
means reported events without a causal relationship. However, the US courts have established,
through over $4.1 billion of compensation to vaccine injured children, that the "adverse reactions"
listed on the vaccine inserts match those found by the courts. Thus, the compensations by the
courts.

In 2019, Swiss drug company Novartis (U$ 194 billion market value as of May
2019) funded a large scale study proving that the MMR vaccine didn’t cause
autism. This was the news headline: “Study on 657, 461 Children Finds No
Link Between Vaccines And Autism”. However, when examined closely,
1. Novartis is a drug company and vaccine maker. Regardless of what the
company claims, there are obvious conflicts of interest and biases
involved with the study.
2. The study was done comparing a group of FULLY VACCINATED vs. a
group of FULLY VACCINATED + MMR VACCINE. They called the “fully
vaccinated” group the UNVACCINATED group. See how silly that is?
The second group is also fully vaccinated but also had the MMR vaccine.
Even using fraud, the MMR group had slightly higher autism rates. They
said it was “statistically insignificant.”

"Unvaccinated" does not mean what you think it means. The CDC, a private corporation that
markets and sells vaccines, and drug companies, have a different definition of "unvaccinated".

When we think of “unvaccinated”, we think of someone who has never been
vaccinated. To the drug company that funded the study, unvaccinated means
“fully vaccinated”, and fully vaccinated means “fully vaccinated and the
vaccine in question”.
Why aren’t there large scale studies comparing truly unvaccinated people
versus fully vaccinated people? The answer is obvious. Read the vaccine
ingredients and side effects.

The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act (NCVIA) was passed in 1986. The act prevented parents
from directly suing the drug companies for injuries and deaths caused by vaccines. The parents
had to go through a special administrative court. Since NCVIA was passed, the numbers of
vaccines has increased, and so has the autism rate. Vaccines contain heavy metals that cause
brain damage. Autism is a form of brain damage. So, do vaccines cause autism? Does smoking
cause lung cancer?

Don't be selfish and vaccinate for the immuno-compromised and

elderly. And do it for herd immunity.
These are marketing strageties based on shame. Vaccines don't work. Over
150 years of data and independent studies have shown that. Any further
argument is fallacious.
Also, if vaccines are supposed to make people healthy and are "safe", then the
sick and elderly should benefit from them, right? Moreover, nearly everyone
who is “immuno-compromised” was vaccinated or had chemotherapy. That’s
because vaccines and chemotherapy weaken the immune system. I know 3
children who are immuno-comromised and all three were vaccinated. Again,
it’s fraud when examined closely.

Vaccinated people are disease carriers and may not know it.

Herd Immunity doesn't mean what most brainwashed people think it means.
Read up on it. Anyone who believes in "herd immunity" is part of the Herd

Stupidity.

Vaccination doesn't confer herd immunity, as most people think. It's the opposite. The term "herd
immunity" ws coined by A.W. Henrich in 1933 to describe natural immunity from measles.

You’re irresponsible and a bad parent if you don’t vaccinate your
kids.
You vaccinate your kids against benign illnesses and put them at risk for
brain damage, cancer, and death. You’re the irresponsible parent. You don’t
even know the mortality rate of the vaccinated vs. unvaccinated of the
diseases you vaccinate for.

Not all vaccine ingredients are listed on the package insert. There are hidden ingredients that drug

companies don't have to list due to "trade secret" laws. Therefore, you don't know what you're
getting with vaccines.

Not vaccinating is child abuse. Your children should be taken from
you if you don’t vaccinate.
You inject your kids with heavy metals, carcinogens, animal DNA, animal
blood, human DNA, and neurotoxins. You’re the one abusing your kids.

Vaccine ingredients are more poisonous than those used to make meth. Vaccines have more and
deadlier side effects than cigarettes.

Anti-vaxxers are morons. Aluminum, mercury, and other heavy
metals are needed in vaccines to jumpstart the immune system.

Vaccination is a THEORY: Inject poisons, viruses, and diseases into the body
to prevent disease. When you inject poisons, viruses, diseases into the body,
you become diseased or dead. Just look at the side effects of vaccines. The
vaccination theory has never been shown to work. If it worked, you could
drink Windex, dishwashing soap, or any poison in small amount and your
antibodies would increase and immune system stimulated.
"Vaccination is based on the long-discredited theory that stimulation of
antibodies in the human body equals protection from disease. This theory has
not only failed to be proved, but has been repeatedly disproved. Stimulation
of antibodies does not equal immunity and certainly does not equal
permanent immunity. The presence of antibodies is merely a sign of exposure
to a disease, which is just one small aspect of what makes up the immune
system. Children, with underdeveloped and immature immune systems,
receive today about 25 separate vaccines by the age of 13 months. There is no
doubt this irresponsible vaccination disrupts and can even destroy the
development of their immune systems forever." —Dr. Majid Katme, MBBCh,
DPM
Yes, there are animal DNA in vaccines. But when you eat animal
meat, there's animal DNA in that meat.
1) Injection and digestion are different physiological process. Injecting a
substance is much more potent because it goes to the bloodstream without
being filtered by the digestive system. That's why we eat our food and don't
inject it. That's why heroin and other drug addicts inject their drugs and don't
swallow them.
2) Why inject animal DNA if it's already in the meat you eat?
Yes, formaldehyde (cancer causing substance used in floor
covering) is in vaccines. But formaldehyde is also in apples and
other foods.

The fomaldehyde in apples and other foods is naturally occuring, not
synthesized in labs as the fomaldehyde in vaccines. For example, the
naturally occuring sugars in fruits are vastly different than artifiically
processed sugars. Also, if you're getting fomaldehyde from apples and other
foods, why do you need it injected into the body?
1) Again, injection and digestion are different physiological processes.You can
swallow a dose of snake venom and survive but if the same venom is injected
into the bloodstream (or through a snake bit), you'll die.

The heavy metals in vaccines cause nerve control disorders, leading to cross-eyed, droopy eyes,
loss of eye contact conditions

I’ll kill your unvaccinated kids if they come near mine!

TROLLS GONE WILD!

Trolls gone wild. The petty post above is the perfect example how stupid you
can make people with a few marketing slogans (vaccines are safe and
effective, vaccines saved millions of lives, just do it, Coke is it). He thinks
vaccines work, but it’s always the vaccinated who spread diseases through
SHEDDING.

More stupidity from the trolls. What was the name of this unvaccinated person who she's accusing
of spreading diseases? She doesn't know because she's talking out of her ass. If she knew the
name, it would be the first documented case of an unvaccinated communicating their disease to a
vaccinated person. She could had been famous for making the discovery!

Your baby will die if you don’t vaccinate it. You’re signing your
baby’s death certificate by not vaccinating it.
A clear case of bullying and coercion. The chance of your baby dying is
significantly higher when they’re vaccinated.

The pediatrician said the parents were signing their baby's death warrant by not vaccinating. The
baby was vaccinated and died.

Doctors and pediatricians make money from vaccines, especially those in the
US.

You can’t get autism if you die from polio and smallpox.
1) Vaccines don’t work.
2) About 99% of polio was caused by the oral polio vaccine, even the inventor
of the oral polio vaccine, Jonas Salk, admitted this to the US Congress in the
early 1970s. This oral polio was discontinued because it was causing
thousands of injuries and deaths.
3) Vaccines never eradicated smallpox. Sanitation, hygiene, and nutrition

eradicated smallpox. This was clearly demonstrated by the official statistics of
the time.

Your unvaccinated children are walking diseases. Keep them away
from my children.

Great idea because, 1) Vaccines don't work, 2) Vaccinated people spread
diseases through SHEDDING because they've been injected with poisons,
viruses, and diseases, 3) Unvaccinated people can’t spread diseases they don’t
have.
If you vaccinate, then you must believe vaccines work. You are protected
against whatever diseases you’re vaccinated for. Don’t worry about other
people. Your vaccines will protect you, right? After all, vaccines are safe and
effective. You’re vaccinated. You’re safe. You’re protected. Don’t worry about
anyone else.

That's because vaccines don't work.

Here’s a typical joke about an uninformed person who supports vaccination.
A mother takes her child to get vaccinated and the child dies after
vaccination.
Mother, "My child died after vaccination!"
Doctor, "Please calm down! Death is a normal reaction to vaccines. It's
normal."

Mother, "What!"
Doctor, "Death is listed as an adverse reaction of vaccines. It's stated on the
product insert. Your child had an expected, normal reaction to the vaccine we
administered. We've done lots of studies on it. Death is a normal adverse
reaction."
Mother, "Oh. I didn't know that."
Mother goes online, "All you anti-vaxxers are a danger to society. Doctors and
scientists have studied this issue! If your child gets cancer, brain damage,
allergies, asthma, or is dead after vaccination, those are normal reactions!
They've done tonnes of studies. I trust doctors and scientists!"

Vaccine injuries are all around you. Look at the adverse reactions and compare them to those you
know in real life. It is an epidemic on a monstrous scale.

Vaccines are safe and effective. Vaccines saved millions of lives.
“Vaccines are safe and effective”, “The science is settled”, and “Vaccines saved
millions of lives” are marketing slogans created by the drug companies. Other
popular marketing slogans: Coke Is It, Just Do It.
If people would stop watching mainstream television and reading the

mainstream newspapers, these diseases would magically disappear.
Vaccines make you healthy and prevent diseases. Are you really
that dumb not to vaccinate your kids?
Drug companies (vaccine makers) make money from sick people. If vaccines
make you healthy, how do drug companies make money?

Anti-vaxxers are conspiracy theorists and stupid. Anti-vaxxers are

child killers.
More big pharma trolls gone wild. Vaccination is a serious topic, so leave your
tin foil hat home. Vaccinated children are more likely to die than
unvaccinated children. Every independent study has shown this. Ever heard
of SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome). It's listed as a side effect of many
vaccines. The US has the highest infant vaccination rate in the developed
world; it also has the highest infant death rate in the developed world. Must
be something in the vaccine ingredients, eh?
Vaccination is for people who can't do basic math. Here's a simple math test:
1) Pick a disease.
2) What is the death rate of that disease with vaccination?
3) What is the death rate of the disease without vaccination?

Vaccine injuries and deaths are common. We've been brainwashed into believing they're normal.
There's nothing normal about being chronically sick.

The drug companies have been fined $35 BILLION since 2009, mostly for
fraud. In 2018, they collectively made $100 billion in profit in one year. Their
collective stock market value is over $1 TRILLION. It’s not about conspiracy.
It’s about increasing revenue, profit, and shareholder value. Imagine the
crimes you’d have to commit to be fined $35 billion in 10 years. Seriously,
imagine it.

How the drug companies (Big Pharma) run the vaccine business. Their tentacles are wide and
deep.

Anti-vaxxers are spreading...the truth about vaccines!

The drug companies have an army of lawyers. If you slander or defame their
products, they could sue you. However, I can say,

“Vaccination is the biggest medical fraud in history.”
“Vaccines are poison.”
“Vaccines cause brain damage, cancer, and death.”
I can’t be sued because those statements are true. They are backed by court
documents and historical data.

Vaccines work and save lives. My son gets his one year round of
vaxx tomorrow always up to date, my entire family.
That’s great. Vaccines are safe and effective. You love vaccines. Your doctor
loves vaccines. Now, show us videos of the needle going in each time you’re
vaccinated. You can say anything online. It doesn’t make it true, especially if
you’re paid to say things online or your job is tied to vaccines. If vaccines are
so great, why don’t doctors and pharmacies allow you to video being
vaccinated, just in case something goes wrong you have evidence to show the
court how safe and effective vaccines are.

Need extra money? Pretend you're a mother who loves injecting your babies with poisons, viruses,
and diseases.

Vaccination is an important, life-changing event. Then ask the doctors and
pharmacists to document the monumental occasion like a wedding. Oh, they
won’t let you.

Mandatory vaccination should be law!
Mandatory vaccination violates medical ethic of informed consent, the
Nuremberg Code, and the Universal Declaration of Bioethics and human
rights.

If you were vaccinated and still alive, you should thank vaccines!
It’s because of vaccines that you’re still alive!
Perhaps the most stupid argument for vaccines. First, vaccines don’t work.
This has been demonstrated by over 150 years of data. The best vaccine has
an efficacy rate of 95%, which is the MMR (Measles, Mumps, Rubella)
vaccine made by Merck. This is according to Merck’s own estimate; even by
their own estimates, the efficacy rate ranges from 78-95%. We’ll use 95% in
this example to give them the benefit of the doubt. This means that if you
were vaccinated with the MMR vaccine, there is a 95% chance you won’t get
measles, mumps, and rubella. This a good number, right?
Now, what happens if you don’t vaccinate? The efficacy rate is over 99.9%.
This means that if you don’t vaccinate, there’s a 99.9% chance you won’t get
measles, mumps, and rubella. So by NOT vaccinating, you are less likely to
contract the diseases and don’t risk getting the nasty vaccine side effects.

In addition, the 95% efficacy rate of the MMR vaccine claimed by Merck is

based on fraud. As of May 2019, Merck is in US federal court for using rabbit
blood to spike antibody counts. This was done to show the MMR vaccine
works. Merck scientists had used human blood and the results didn’t work, so
they used rabbit blood instead. Moreover, antibodies and antibody tither
alone aren’t indicators of immunity.
The efficacy rate for “not vaccinating” is over 99.9% for EVERY disease. This
is a number that no vaccine can match. So, why do people still vaccinate?
Because they don’t know basic math.

When you force inject poisons into children, the parents will eventually do something about it.
"Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable." [ Remarks
on the first anniversary of the Alliance for Progress , 13 March 1962]" ― John F. Kennedy

Vaccines don’t work. Vaccines have never worked. THERE IS NO REASON
FOR ANYONE TO VACCINATE.

MANDATORY VACCINATION and what to do. There has never been a double-blind placebo
controlled study comparing the vaccinated to the unvaccinated that shows vaccines work. In other
words, vaccines don't work.

How did you make it to adult without vaccines?
Hominids have been around for 4.4 million years and did fine without
vaccines. The first vaccine was introduced in 1796.
Moreover, over 150 years of data shows that vaccines are based on fraud.
There are about 200 countries on Earth. India, China, and the continent of
Africa were multiplying like rabbits BEFORE vaccines. If you live in the US,
UK, Canada, or Australian, you are a tiny minority who have been
conditioned (brainwashed) into believing vaccines saved lives. Every study
has shown that when there is clean running water, the birth rate always
exceeded the death rate.

The product insert of most vaccines state that they cause autoimmune diseases. This no-sosmart pro-vaxxer (troll) didn't know that.

Nice try. Calm down, troll. The heavy metals in vaccines have gone to your
brain. Vaccines cause autoimmune diseases. It’s clearly stated on the insert,
which this bonehead didn’t bother to read. He or she most likely got the
disease from vaccination. Furthermore, vaccines are supposed to strengthen
the immune system, so go get vaccinated again.
Healthy unvaccinated people can’t spread diseases they don’t have. It needs
to be said again: YOU CAN’T SPREAD DISEASES YOU DON’T HAVE. The
first vaccine was introduced in 1796. Since that time, there has never been a
documented case of an unvaccinated person communicating a disease to
vaccinated person causing death. Never. The post is more proof that
vaccination is the biggest medical fraud in history.

Unvaccinated people are a public risk. They should be refused
public services. They should go to jail. They should be
quarantined!

This fear tactic is based on an outright lie. Again, you cannot spread a disease
you don’t have. There’s never been a documented case of an unvaccinated
person communicating a disease to a vaccinated person causing death. Never.
Ever. In History.

The Washinton Post is owned by Jeff Bezos, who is the founder of Amazon. Amazon bought drug
distribution company PillPack for $1 billion in June 2018. Follow the money. It will lead you to the
truth.

However, it’s the vaccinated that have been shown to spread diseases through
shedding BECAUSE THEY’VE BEEN INJECTED WITH POISONS, VIRUSES,
AND DISEASES and are communicating those pathogens to other people.

Unvaccinated people are a public healthy risk. We should post the
addresses of those who don’t vaccinate.
Good idea. That way the vaccinated will see how healthy people look like. Also
post the names of those who are vaccinated so the unvaccinated can stay
away from those low IQ walking diseases who believe everything they watch
on TV. The people who vaccinate don’t even know what disease they vaccinate
for or even the death rate of that disease. Or the death rate of the
unvaccinated versus the vaccinated for that disease. They’re sheep.

Get vaccinated, get a disease. Blame it on the anti-vaxxers because they don't make money for
the drug companies, hospitals, doctors, pharmacies, and media.

Anti-vaxxers and the people who believe their drivel shouldn’t
have kids for the betterment of society.
Many vaccines, especially the tetanus and HPV vaccines, contain sterilization
ingredients that cause infertility. Read the ingredients and reports. In
addition, the flu vaccine was shown to increase miscarriages (fetal deaths) by
4, 250%.

“Documentation received from the National Coalition of Organized Women
(NCOW) states that between 2009 and 2010 the mercury-laden combined flu
vaccinations have increased Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting Systems
(VAERS) fetal death reports by 4,250 percent in pregnant women. Eileen
Dannemann, NCOW’s director, made abundantly clear that despite these
figures being known to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the multiplestrain, inactivated flu vaccine containing mercury (Thimerosal) has once
again been recommended to pregnant women as a safe vaccination this
season.”

One side effect of the measles vaccine is the measles. There isn't a single measles vaccine, it's a
combo vaccine called MMR (measles, mumps, rubella). The MMR vaccine is a live, attenuated
(weakened) virus. Those who receive it shed the virus to those around them. You're injecting
diseases into the body that are unnecessary.

Vaccinate your fucking kids! Or have them taken away by child
services.

Your kids are more likely to die from the vaccine than the disease they’re
vaccinated for. The reason is obvious. Read the vaccine ingredients and side
effects.

The human body needs nutrients, water, sunlight, and exercise. Poisons (vaccines) have no place
in the biology of humans.

The measles outbreaks are going to kill us all!
You have a higher chance of being strike by lightning. The media can’t seem
to name an unvaccinated person who’s died from these measles outbreaks.
So, if you want to remain alive during these measles outbreaks, don’t
vaccinate!

Now we get to the meat of the fear campaign. Blame everything on the anti-

vaxxers and get the blood pumping.

There are many layers of fear with this meme, crafted by the marketing departments of the drug
companies.

First, it assumes that vaccines work, when they don’t work. Let’s examine the
complex layers of fear in the above question,
1. It is cleverly equating “unvaccinated” with disease.
2. It is blaming the unvaccinated for spreading diseases.
3. It is making the division between vaccinated (“terrified mothers”) and

unvaccinated groups.
1) Again, vaccinated people have higher disease rates than the unvaccinated.
They often acquire the disease they’re vaccinated against. For example, the
measles is a side effect of the measles vaccine because the measles virus is in
the vaccine.
2) Unvaccinated people cannot spread diseases they don’t have.
3) The measles is a benign illness with lower death rates than being struck by
lightning. People are made to fear the measles because there’s a vaccine for it.
It is all about fear, shame, blame, and lies to sell vaccines. The drug
companies have zero cares about your health. They make money from sick
people. If vaccines make people healthy, how do drug companies make
money?
Excuses drug companies use when vaccines don't work
When vaccines don’t work, instead of admitting that they don’t work, the
drug companies concoct a myriad of excuses.
1) Vaccines don't work because you didn't get a second or third shot.
2) Vaccines don't work because women are breastfeeding their children.
3) Vaccines don't work because there's no herd immunity.
4) Vaccines don't work because there was a bad batch.
5) Vaccines don't work because the person had a prior condition.
6) Vaccines don't work because we had the incorrect flu strain.
7) Vaccines don’t work because of anti-vaxxers.
Vaccines don’t work because...vaccines don’t work because they’re based on

over 200 years of fraud. That's the real reason vaccines don't work.
Vaccines are for the good of public health. There is no money to be
made in vaccines.
The CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) is expected to sell
roughly $5 billion of vaccines in 2019. The worldwide vaccine market is
expected to reach $50 billion in 2020. The drug companies collectively have a
stock market value of $1 trillion. There is a ton of money to be made in
vaccines.

It's the flu outbreaks, then the measles outbreaks, then some other disease we've never heard of
before. That's how they sell vaccines: FEAR.

Vaccines are an enormous source of profit for the drug companies.

Let’s look at the biggest and baddest fear mongering we’ve seen to date. Ever
heard that joke about politicians? Here it is: How can you tell if a politician is
lying? When he moves his lips.

Anti-vaxxers have blood on their hands? Care to give a name of ONE anti-vaxxer with blood on
their hands? We're not asking for hundreds, just ONE.

This one takes the cake. Matt Hancock is probably the Richard Pan of Britain.
If you don’t know who Richard Pan is—he’s a US (D) Senator from California.
He received $100,000 from the drug companies and god knows how much
more behind the scenes, and after he leaves office. He’s been pushing
mandatory vaccination in California.
If Mr. Hancock cared about people’s health, he would publicly list the vaccine
ingredients and side effects. Then let the people decide. Furthermore, he
should show the number of SIDS cases caused by vaccines. Then the number
of child autism, cancer, and autoimmune disease cases related to vaccination.
Vaccines don’t work. Every argument after that is blah blah blah.
Everyone needs to get vaccinated! Use your brains, you
dumbasses! If you’re susceptible to side effects, then spread them
out or delay them.
This is as dumb as “If your vaccine doesn’t work, vaccinate again, and

again...” If vaccines are safe and effective, why would you need to delay them
or spread them out? Spreading out poison is still putting poison in your body.
The cumulative effect comes into play. You just die slower.
Vaccines saved millions of lives! Look at the history. Anti-vaxxers
are morons for arguing against history! Listen to historians and
scientists!
This is where the fraud gets insidiously deliberate and deep, perpetrated by
trolls with no conscience. Sometimes lies are easier to prove than half-truths.
To understand the eradication of diseases throughout history, we need to look
at data from 50 or more years. Again, 50 or more years. Let’s look at the
measles as an example again. The graph below shows data for 50+ years. It’s
clear from the graph that vaccine had nothing to do with reducing measles
mortality rate.

60 years (from 1900 to 1960) of data clearly showing that measles was nearly eradicate without

vaccines. You can never fully eradicate a disease—that his have a zero incident rate. Diseases will
always be around. Eradication means only an acceptable, small percentage of the population has
the disease.

Using 60 years of data, we see that vaccines weren’t needed. Now, if we look
at the graph above again, we see that the measles reached near eradication
status starting in 1945 and the mortality rate remained nearly constant from
1945 to 1960.
Now, if you wanted to show vaccines eradicated measles, how would you do
it? You would the data from 1945 - 1960—any of those years.

Using slight of hand to show the measles vaccine eradicated the measles. They only used the
years 1958-1962. By that time, the measles death rate had already declined by 98%, then the
measles vaccine was introduced. Source: Microbiology- Nesterʼs Microbiology: A Human
Perspective- Anderson/Salm/Allen, 9th Edition

They're only showing you the tail end of those diseases—the last 5 years. If
they showed the entire 60 or so years, you'll get the entire picture. And that
entire picture is that vaccines had nothing to do with the eradication of the
measles.
Think of it like this: There are 100 ants in your home. You got rid of 98 of
them. Your neighbor comes over and there are two ants left. He kills the last 2
and said that he killed 100% of the ants. He's not lying. When he came over,
there were 2 ants left and he killed them both. Technically, he did kill 100% of
the ants (that were remaining when he came over).
Health Canada did the exact same thing. Instead of using 50+ years of data,
they used 5 years (the most favourable before vaccines were introduced). This
gave the impression that vaccines eradicated diseases, when they had nothing
to do with it.

This chart is selective and deceptive. Using selective 5 year data, it appears diseases were
eradicated by vaccines. But using 50+ year data, vaccines had no role in eradicating diseases.

“There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and statistics.” —Mark Twain
Do you see what you’re up against now? The entire system is corrupt so that
everyone in the system can make money at the expense of your health, and
even life.

Common Tactics Trolls Use
FEAR. The drug companies are petrified of people learning the truth.
Knowledge is spreading to the masses that vaccination is based on fraud. This
affects sales and the drug companies will do whatever it takes to use FEAR
(fake vaccine outbreaks) to create vaccine demand. They have gone as far as
pushing mandatory vaccination. If their “safe and effective” products are so
great, there would be no anti-vaxxers and they wouldn’t have to force it on
the people.
HITTING THE LAUGHING EMOJI. When you present overwhelming facts,
they cannot counter and take the lazy way out by hitting the laughing emoji.
Hitting the laughing emoji when someone presents facts is a sign of
intellectual laziness.
CITE YOUR SOURCE. When you cite sources from nurses, doctors, and
scientists, they hit the laughing emoji. Again, a sign of ignorance or stupidity.
Or ask them to cite sources that show vaccines are safe and effective. They’re
trying to sell you a product. The onus is on them to prove to you the product
works.
DISCREDIT PARENTS OF VACCINE INJURED CHILDREN. Parents are
now connecting the dots between their sick or dead children to vaccines.
Many simply read the vaccine ingredients and side effects and immediately
made the connection. Drug companies don’t want informed parents.
Informed parents are a threat to drug companies’ profits.
MY FAMILY IS ALWAYS UP TO DATE WITH THEIR VACCINES. That’s

awesome. Please post the vaccine ingredients and side effects. Also, post the
mortality rate of the vaccinated vs. unvaccinated of the illness/disease you’re
vaccinating for. Most people don’t even know what they’re vaccinating for,
never mind the mortality rates of those diseases.
BLAME EVERYTHING ON THE ANTI-VAXXERS. Anti-vaxxers are a
threat...a threat to drug company profits. It’s always the vaccinated that
spread diseases and cause outbreaks, but the media blames the unvaccinated.
Why? Because the media receives billions of advertising dollars from the drug
companies.
ANTI-VAXXERS present facts, data, statistics, testimonials from parents with
vaccine injured children, information and data from doctors and scientists.
PRO-VAXXERS (trolls) mostly use fear, shame, and blame. They appeal to
emotions to sell vaccines, because the marketing departments of the drug
companies know that people make decisions based on emotions, and rarely
on reason. They will go against reason if they feel
strongly about something.

Side effects and adverse reactions are not the same!
A way to weasel out of the issue to is offer a statement like this, “Side effect is
an adverse drug reaction where causality is established. whereas an adverse
event is any random bad thing that has been reported after a drug has been
administered, without the demonstration of a link back to the product. in
healthcare it is the adverse drug reactions, those bad events that have a
proven medical link to a drug, that are clinically meaningful and actionable.
The body of scientific evidence that has been gathered to date, vaccines do
not cause autism.”
You can use weasel words or any verbiage you want. However, in practice,
side effects and adverse reactions ARE THE SAME: Unintended or unwanted
events of using a product that must be reported.

Heavy metals are in vaccines. Heavy metals cause brain damage. Autism is a
form of brain damage. Vaccinated children have high rates of autism. Do
vaccines cause autism? Do you see a link between the heavy metals in
vaccines and brain damage in vaccinated children?

Using FEAR to Sell Vaccines

“Vaccination is a business based on FEAR." —Dr. Gerhard Buchwald, MD
The biggest fear of any parent is to lose their child, especially if that loss can
be prevented. Increasingly doctors, nurses, and pediatricians are bullying,
shaming, and coercing new parents into vaccinating their newborns. Those
medical personnel may say, “You’re being irresponsible. It’s child abuse not
to vaccinate your baby. I’m a doctor. I know more than you and what’s good
for your baby. Your baby will die if you don’t vaccinate it. You need to
vaccinate that baby before it dies. You will be held responsible.”
If you are informed, you should be thinking, or replying, “Before I make a
decision, I would like to practice my right to informed consent. I would like to
know what vaccines you’re recommending, and their ingredients and side
effects. I would like to read the vaccine inserts, so please provide them for me.
“I would also like to study all safety and efficacy studies of the vaccines you’re
recommending—those studies must be independent and not from the drug
companies that make the vaccines. I would like to see the injury and death
rates of those vaccines.
“I would like to know the incident rate and mortality rate of those diseases—
of the vaccinated versus the unvaccinated.
“And if you’re willing to sign a legal document guaranteeing that the vaccines
you’re recommending are 'safe and effective'.
“I also want to know who will be legally responsible if my child is injured or
killed by the vaccines.
“I also want to know if there’s any conflict of interest, that you may be
receiving bonuses based on vaccination quotas.”
Or a simple, “This is an important decision. Let me think about it and get
back to you, doctor,” will do.

There have been instances in which parents outright refused, even stated in
writing, to vaccinate their infants but those infants were vaccinated when the
parents weren’t around. Always stay with your infant because of the
vaccination issue, and more importantly, medical kidnapping is becoming
common in the US. Even when your baby is vaccinated without your
permission and it is injured or killed, you will be blamed for the mistakes of
the medical industry. This is to deter you from suing them. Modern medicine
is a business, it has nothing to do with making people healthy. If people are
healthy, the medical industry doesn’t make money.

Autism is a form of brain damage. It's being sold as a "gift" by the drug companies.

You are the employer and the doctor is the employee. YOUR DOCTOR
WORKS FOR YOU. YOU DON'T WORK FOR YOUR DOCTOR. Your doctor's
income depends on the services and products that you purchase from them.
The onus is on them to prove that vaccines are safe and effective, not the
other way around. You have nothing to prove to your doctor about vaccines,
the doctor has to prove to you why you should get vaccinated. Vaccines are
consumer products dressed as disease prevention and under the guise of
public good. Purchase vaccines like you would a major purchase.

The measles outbreaks of 2019 were clearly based on fraud. The vaccine had no role in reducing
the measles death rate. Sanitation, hygiene, and nutrition eradicated most diseases. The measles
is caused mostly by a vitamin A deficiency, just like scurvy was caused by a vitamin C deficiency.

Understanding Disease Outbreaks: INCIDENT RATE vs.
MORTALITY RATE
To understand how selling “disease outbreaks” work, we need to understand
the difference between the incident rate and the mortality (death) rate.
INCIDENT RATE. The incident rate is the number of times something
occurred. As examples,
-250 million confirmed cases of people crossing the street
-90 million confirmed cases of people driving vehicles
-60 million confirmed cases of people walking the stairs
-50 million confirmed cases of people falling down

-10 million confirmed cases of people swimming
-556 confirmed cases of the measles
-1 500 confirmed cases of the measles
The incident rate tells us the number of times an event happened. We know
that people die crossing the street, driving, swimming, falling down the stairs,
falling out of bed, and they even die from the measles. Of those “confirmed
cases”, how many died?
According to the CDC (a private corporation that sells and markets vaccines)
guideline, an INCIDENT rate of 3 (three) can be considered an “outbreak”.
See how ridiculous that is?
MORTALITY (DEATH) RATE. The mortality rate (aka the death rate) is the
number of people who died based on the incident rate. For example, if 250
million people cross US streets everyday, how many died a day? Or if 90
million drive in the US everyday, how many died? Now, you can scare people
by flashing death statistics and gruesome pictures of those who died driving,
swimming, crossing the street, or falling down the stairs. Most will be
horrified because they don’t understand the difference between the incident
rate and the mortality rate.
When you watch the mainstream media, they always use the “confirmed
cases” for the incident rate, not the mortality (death) rate. In other words,
during all the disease outbreaks, the media has not named a single
unvaccinated person who has died, because not a single unvaccinated person
has died during these disease outbreaks that is “threatening national
security/health”. Essentially, if unvaccinated, you have a higher chance of
dying from a lightning strike than those “vaccine preventable diseases”. In
other words, don’t get vaccinated. It is always the vaccinated who have higher
illness, disease, and death rates.

There is no reason for anyone to get vaccinated. In most cases, you are more likely to be struck by
lightning than dying from "vaccine preventable diseases."

Vaccines often cause the very disease they’re supposed to prevent, because
the person is injected with viruses and diseases. If we examine every “disease
outbreak” reported in the mainstream media dating back to the 1850s, we
find that the vast majority of those affected had been vaccinated. As
examples,
—The Disneyland measles “outbreak”, Dec. 2014. About 59 “confirmed
cases”. The majority were vaccinated and the vast majority who were ill were
vaccinated. Mortality rate: 0 (no confirmed deaths).
—Oregon measles outbreak, Jan. 2019. Up to 80 “confirmed cases”. Mortality
rate: 0 (no confirmed deaths). Some politicians called for mandatory
vaccination with no philosophical, medical, or religious exemption.
—Temple University “mumps outbreak”, March 2019. About 74 “confirmed
cases”. Nearly every student had been vaccinated. Mortality rate: 0 (no
confirmed deaths).
—Rockland County, New York, measles outbreak, March 2019. About 186
“confirmed cases”, but later revised to 5 cases because the 186 cases were
since October 2018. Mortality rate: 0 (no confirmed deaths). The government
(politicians who received campaign contributions from the drug companies)
threatened door-to-door vaccination, but was overturned by the court.
Rockland County, New York, was predominantly Orthodox Jews and had the
lowest vaccination rate. The county was the healthiest in New York state.
Lowest vaccination rate, highest health rate. Coincidence?
—USS Fort McHenry amphibious warship mumps outbreak, March 2019. The
ship had been quarantined in the Persian Gulf for two months due to a
“mumps like illness” viral infection. All 703 personnel aboard were
vaccinated for the mumps, and got the mumps anyway. It cannot return to
port until 30 days after the last reported case. This is the perfect example of
those who vaccinate get the disease they’re vaccinated for. Sample size: 703,
100%.

—New York City “measles outbreak”, April 2019. Up to 626 “confirmed
cases”. Mortality rate: 0 (no confirmed deaths). More people die crossing
NYC streets than the measles and other diseases. The city targeted Yiddish
Jew community because of their low vaccination rate and high health index.
The city planned to fine anyone $1,000 if they refused vaccination.
—Indiana University mumps “outbreak”, April 2019. About 20 confirmed
cases. All cases (students) had been vaccinated. The MMR vaccine failed so
the students were asked to get “booster shots", some even a third time. This is
nonsense because they were vaccinated and got the disease they were
vaccinated for, and were asked to vaccinate again when vaccines, in theory,
are meant to prevent disease.
Again, the CDC guideline states that an INCIDENT rate of 3 (three) can be
considered an “outbreak”. See the silliness of all this fraud in order to sell
vaccines and enrich the drug companies?

The measles death rate had declined by 98% due to improvements in nutrition. The measles is
often caused by a Vitamin A deficiency, just like scurvy was caused by the vitamin C deficiency.

"Measles is a self-limiting infection of short duration, moderate severity, and
low fatality." —Dr. Alexander Langmuir (1910-1993), former head of the CDC,
the father of infectious disease epidemiology

The measles went from a benign illness prior to 1963, to a life threatening disease after the
measles vaccine was introduced in 1963, to a public health and national security threat in 2019.

The measles is accompanied by a week's rash and skin irritation. It is used by
the drug companies to scare people because of the visible rash. Before the
measles vaccine was introduced in 1963, very few people feared the measles.
Parents would encourage their children to get the measles early and get it
over with. Measles was considered a benign illness that had health
advantages later in life, such as lifelong immunity and fighting cancer. After
the measles vaccine was introduced in 1963, the drug companies started their
fear campaign and reclassified measles from a benign illness to a life

threatening disease. Then in 2019, the measles was suddenly threatening
public health and national security, despite no one dying from the measles
during the "measles outbreaks".

The media will ignore the fact that it’s the vaccinated who spread diseases

and blame the unvaccinated for the “measles outbreaks”. Furthermore, the
media even encourages the unsuspecting to get vaccinated, when vaccines
caused those outbreaks. In 2018, the media received over $5 billion of
advertising from the drug companies. The reason why the media keeps
parroting “vaccines are safe and effective” is obvious. Unvaccinated people
are informed and don’t make money for the drug companies, media,
hospitals, doctors, pediatricians, and pharmacies. So the unvaccinated are
scapegoated. But more people are becoming informed (awakened) because
they are vaccine injured, or their children are vaccine injured, or they know
someone who is vaccine injured.
During these disease outbreaks, the media has failed to,
1) Name an unvaccinated person who has died during these disease
“outbreaks”.
2) Name an unvaccinated person who has infected a vaccinated person and
caused that vaccinated person to die.
Again, don’t vaccinate and you’ll be fine during these outbreaks that threaten
national health and security.

Anti-vaccination movements have been around since the 1850s, when mandatory (compulsory)
vaccination was implemented in England.

What disease do you fear dying from?
Do you know what causes that disease?

Do you know the death rate of that disease if you vaccinate?
Do you know the death rate of that disease if you don't vaccinate?
If you can't answer those questions, why are you vaccinating?

Using Reverse Psychology On the Drug Companies
Let’s have some fun and instill fear into those who want to vaccinate.

So you want to vaccinate your baby?
Get a coffin ready.
SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome) is the leading cause of infant death in
the US.
SIDS is listed as a side effect of infant vaccines.
Educate before you vaccinate.
Do you know the name of the disease you're vaccinating against?
Do you know what causes that disease?
Do you know the mortality rate of the disease?
Do you know the injury rate of the vaccine?
Do you know the death rate of the vaccine?
Do you know the death rate of the unvaccinated versus the vaccinated for that
disease?
If you don't research vaccines and something happens to your child, you
should be charged with child abuse, manslaughter, or murder, depending on
what happens to your child.

It should be mandatory that parents research vaccines before they vaccinate their children.
Otherwise, if something goes wrong they should be charged with negligence or child abuse. If the
child dies due to vaccines, the parent should be charged with murder.

"I have lectured all over the world...I have always had a special interest in
newspapers. All of them have one thing in common, there is always some
reference made to some epidemic in some part of the world. For instance, two
years ago, one paper referred to a polio epidemic in Holland. For the past
three years, our newspapers have commented on the diphtheria epidemic in
Russia. By these means, the population is constantly threatened with
epidemics, they have been made to fear them, and the reports always
conclude: Go and get vaccinated...To create fear among parents to strengthen
their motivation to vaccinate is an important part of the publicity used to
promote vaccinations. A whole branch of research is examining the question:
What level of fear needs to be created to appear as convincing as possible?" —
Dr. Gerhard Buchwald, MD

Anti-vaxxers aren't spreading diseases they don't have. Anti-vaxxers are spreading the truth about
vaccines.

Rest assured that as more people awake to the vaccination fraud, vaccine
sales will plummet, and you’ll be inundated with these disease outbreaks that
threaten national health and security. The solution: arm yourself with
knowledge. Turning off the mainstream media would also help.

ANTI-VAXXERS ARE A THREAT...a threat to the profits of drug companies, hospitals, doctors,
pediatricians, insurance companies, media, and every organization funded by the drug companies.
Do you know how much money WHO (World Health Organization) gets from drug companies, and
the people running WHO with ties to the drug companies? Look up the "Revolving Door in politics".

You are the employer and the doctor is the employee. YOUR DOCTOR
WORKS FOR YOU. YOU DON'T WORK FOR YOUR DOCTOR. Your doctor's
income depends on the services and products that you purchase from them.
The onus is on them to prove that vaccines are safe and effective, not the
other way around. You have nothing to prove to your doctor about vaccines,
the doctor has to prove to you why you should get vaccinated. Vaccines are
consumer products dressed as disease prevention and under the guise of
public good. Purchase vaccines like you would a major purchase.

Troll gone overboard. In general, pro-vaxxers have a LOW IQ. They can't read books, can't read a
basic table of data, and can't read a basic graph if their lives depended. That's the reason they
resort to name calling, fear, and blame.

It takes a lot research to reach your own conclusion about vaccination. Along
the way, you’ll meet many low IQ pro-vaxxers who have nothing to offer but
fear, shame, blame, and lies to convince you that vaccines are safe and
effective. They’re crooks.

There has never been a placebo controlled study of the vaccinated versus the unvaccinated to
show vaccines work. The drug companies and government cite ethical reasons. The truth is that
vaccinated people have much higher illness and disease rates due to vaccination. All you need to
do is look at the vaccine ingredients and side effects.

In summary, with all the fear, shame, blame, and lies aside, before you
vaccinate ask these questions:
- What disease are you vaccinating against? Do you know what causes that
disease?
- Do you know the death rate of the disease with the vaccine?
- Do you know the death rate of the disease WITHOUT the vaccine?
- Do you know the injury and death rates of the vaccine?
In all cases, the injury and death rates of the vaccine is greater than without
vaccination. In other words, you are better off NOT vaccinating.

Don't regret. Research before you vaccinate.

When you research, you'll realize that vaccination is the biggest medical fraud in history.

For sources and the full article: The Truth about Vaccines from
Pharmacists, Nurses, Doctors, Pediatricians, Scientists, and History
http://encognitive.com/node/23610

